How might people love poetry?
Let me find the ways.

8.3% of adults who read for pleasure report
having read a poem in the last year (NEA Report)

New ways of engaging readers with poetry
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Young adults 18-24 are more likely to identify
as poetry users than non-users, the older people
get the less likely they are to read poetry. (NEA Report)

Poetry has a lot to offer. If you listen to the poets, what poetry has to often is stated in abstracted philosophies and grandiose
notions that speak very little to an audience who isn’t already interested in hearing what poets have to say. A survey conducted by
the National Endowment for the Arts concluded that “it seems likely that people’s perceptions of poetry are the greatest barriers
to participation”. When people perceive poetry as irrelevant, as they often do, it’s no wonder that people are not willing to give up
their limited leisure time in the pursuit of poetry. By exposing people to a greater variety of poetry in a variety of ways, I hope to
improve their perceptions of poetry and, in turn, their openness to engaging with it.

How are attitudes formed around poetry?
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exposure

3
openness

2
perception

The teacher will go sentence
by sentence to explain. I totally
didn't appreciate the beauty
behind it. I just knew that I need
to memorise key phrases so that
I can quote them in the exams.

We seem trapped between a
tediously mechanical view of
poems and an unjustifiably
shamanistic view of poetry
itself.

I feel now, as never before, that
a poem is the condensed power
of all human abilities, and that
its ideal lies in the power of
language to transcend itself.

David Orr

Edvard Kocbek

Survey Respondent

How poetry is experienced & perceived?

How do people react to poetry in their environment?

Methods: Whiteboard Inquiry // Survey // Interviews // Literature Review // Competitive Analysis

When you get a poem in a public place, it happens to you so suddenly
that you don’t have time to deploy your anti-poetry deflector shields that
were installed in high school. Billy Collins

Poetry is often experienced in classrooms, in books, during ceremonies, or
in newspapers. While poetry has been presented in a variety of new ways,
the efforts made to mainstream poetry have still be largely unsuccessful.

Trends in Poetry Experiences:
Intended for an already-engaged, academic audience
Limited audience due to medium, geography, or lack of publicity
Require a lot of “buy-in” from new readers

Poetry Blog

Poetry Mad Libs

Poetry Postcards

Poetry Stickers

Window Poetry

Stair Poetry

Trends in Perceptions of Poetry:
Hard to understand and requires analysis
Tied to specific places & experiences, specific poets & poems, and to its
audience & reputation

Responses from Whiteboard Inquiry with prompt “Poetry is...”

Often tedious and frustrating. Alright, but not compelling enough to take
people away from activities and interests they enjoy

Throughout the course of the semester, I tried presenting poetry in various ways. My most successful method was the stair poetry, I got feedback
by hanging up sheets near the poems to get immediate responses to simple prompts like “Did you read this?” and “Thoughts/Feelings?”. The stair
poems were most likely successful because they were on a busy path, easy to read, and asked for minimal user effort.

How do you connect poetry to its readers?

Design Implications

Concepts & Directions

I would be willing to engage with it if it at the very least
demonstrated some entertainment value and then perhaps if it
was clear to me how it could enhance my life. I feel like life is so
busy that there are other things I could be doing. Survey Respondent

1. Make poetry personally relevant

1. Personal poetry selection system for 		
readers based on their interests and tastes
in other areas & changes over time based on
what reader likes and dislikes on the system

2. Take poetry off its pedestal & let
people get poetry dirty
3. Lessen the burden of search

2. A campaign of motivational materials
to encourage poetry readership & make
readers question their preconceptions of
poets, poetry, and its readers

4. Bring poetry out of isolation
5. Give readers a foothold

Moving Forward
SEPT

While trying to get poetry in front of people in a physical space, I was also exploring how to present poetry to new readers in a digital space. Without the immediacy of poetry in
physical space, I needed to consider how to motivate people to get to poetry on the internet. Using the metaphor of conversation to convey the value of poetry, I made my first
finished attempt to find a compelling voice for poetry. After working to motivate people initially to read poetry, I hope to keep their interest with a personalized poetry selection
system that chooses poems for them based on their interests, tastes, and hobbies. From the initial selection, readers will be curated more poetry at their own pace, based on the
poems they like or dislike.

OCT

Nov

Literature Review
Competitive Analysis
Window Poetry
Mad Libs
Survey
Interviews
Poetry Blog
Poetry Postcards & Stickers
Stair Poetry

Dec

Jan

FEB

Test & Refine Concepts
Create Prototype

MAR

APR

Test Prototype
Test Prototype
Refine Prototype

MAY

